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Meeting of September 17, 2005  

 
 
DATE:  August 29, 2005 
 
SUBJECT:  Allocation of Funds for Renovation of Arlington Assisted Living Residence 
(AALR) and for Establishment of a Predevelopment/Planning Fund for other Supportive 
Housing Projects 
 
C. M. RECOMMENDATIONS:   
 

1.  Allocate up to $1.2 million from the LPACAP Supportive Housing Fund as financing 
assistance for the renovation of the Arlington Assisted Living Residence (AALR).  Up to 
$1 million is needed for construction and up to $200,000 is needed for a development fee 
and maintenance costs associated with up-keep of the vacant building. 

 
2.  Allocate $100,000 from the LPACAP Supportive Housing Fund for a 
predevelopment/planning fund to support a variety of pre-development activities required 
to develop supportive housing. 

 
ISSUE:  Should the County allocate LPACAP Supportive Housing Funds to assist the 
Volunteers of America National Services (VOANS) to fully convert, renovate, and 
expand the AALR?  Should the County allocate LPACAP Supportive Housing Funds 
pre-development activities needed to develop additional supportive housing units? 
 
SUMMARY:  DHS is requesting an allocation of $1.2 million from the LPACAP Supportive 
Housing Fund as financial assistance to renovate and convert the AALR into a 52-unit, fully 
accessible assisted living residence for DHS clients over 50 years of age with mental and/or 
cognitive disabilities who need assisted living.  By allocating the funds now, Arlington County is 
providing evidence to HUD of its commitment to the project.   
 
BACKGROUND:  In May 2005, the County Board approved the conveyance of the County 
owned Oak Springs property to Arlington VOA Assisted Living Residence, Inc. (Arlington 
VOA), a nonprofit affiliate of VOANS, to permit VOANS to submit an application for a US 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Assisted Living Conversion Program 
(ALCP).  This is a competitive program that provides grant funds for the 
conversion/rehabilitation of existing facilities.  The request to HUD is for $4.8 million dollars 
from the total of $5.0 million available nationally.  Conversion/rehabilitation cost estimates 
completed by Grimm and Parker, under contract to the County for design/construction services, 
puts the total development cost at $5.7 million at the schematic design phase.  The budget 
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shortfall is $880,914 with a contingency up to $1 million to cover future increases in 
construction budget.   
 
Arlington Assisted Living Residence. On May 14, 2005, the County Board approved an 
Agreement of Conveyance of Property and Improvements at 2000 S. 5th Street from Arlington 
County to Arlington VOA Assisted Living Residence, Inc. (Arlington VOA) to permit 
renovation and operation of the property exclusively as an assisted living facility with funding 
from the HUD ALCP.  The property conveyed to Arlington VOA on June 14, 2005.  On June 22, 
2005, Volunteers of America National Services (VOANS) submitted an ALCP application to 
HUD on behalf of Arlington VOA, a subsidiary nonprofit of VOANS. 
 
The application includes a concept plan of the proposed conversion and rehabilitation work and a 
cost estimate to complete the construction.  Proposed changes to the building are significant, 
including the addition of a new wing on the back of the property that connects the existing east 
and west ends of the building.  This addition also connects to the front of the building creating 
two enclosed courtyards.  The addition allows for the creation of 13 new units, bringing the total 
unit count up to 52; the addition of a more centrally located full-size elevator, and creation of 
more community and administrative space as requested by the Citizens’ Design Team.  
Significant features of the design include a dining area located next to the kitchen that can 
accommodate all residents, a wellness center next to the dining room, a designated refuge area 
serviced with emergency power, and enhanced common area space. 
 
The units in the existing structure are irregular in size and shape and many do not meet 
accessibility standards or HUD minimum square footage requirements.  The new design relies on 
retaining as many of the existing units as possible but modifying them to meet accessibility 
standards.  New units will have a standardized layout, will be fully handicapped accessible, and 
include kitchenettes. Mechanical systems will be replaced as will security, fire, and unit 
emergency systems. 
 
The total estimated construction budget is $5.7 million.  VOANS requested $4.8 million from  
HUD from a total $5.0 million available nationally for the ALCP program.  In the application to 
HUD, DHS committed to providing $880,914 in DHS supportive housing funds to fill the gap in 
the budget.  Staff is requesting an allocation of up to $1 million including  $119,086 in 
contingency funds to cover increases in construction costs.   
 
One hundred and forty thousand dollars, with a contingency up to $200,000, is needed to pay 
VOANS a $2.5 percent of total development costs fee for development services and 
supplementary maintenances costs associated with up-keep of the property while it is vacant.  
The ALCP does not permit applicants to take a development fee from HUD funds.  To pursue the 
development of supportive housing projects as recommended in the County Supportive Housing 
Plan and reach the goal of 375 to 425 supportive housing units, DHS needs funds to assess the 
feasibility of projects and support housing organizations pursuing small scale developments. 
 
Predevelopment/Planning Fund .  DHS has committed to producing 75 to 85 supportive units per 
year to meet a five year goal of 375 to 425 supportive housing units.  A predevelopment fund 



 
 

will allow DHS to secure development expertise to identify appropriate sites and to retain 
architectural services and development consultants to conduct feasibility studies. 
 
DISCUSSION:  DHS had anticipated spending LPACAP funds for the renovation of AALR in 
the absence of federal or other funding.  The LPACAP funds will leverage $4.8 million dollars in 
federal money, if the Arlington VOA application is funded.  The County has a contract with 
VOANS that includes payment of a development fee for taking control of the site, preparing the 
HUD application, and performing construction oversight duties.  If the application is not funded, 
VOANS will be reimbursed for legal fees for property conveyance and expenses up to $12,000 
for preparing the application.  Per the contract with VOANS, if the HUD application is not 
funded, the County will determine at that point whether it will partner with VOANS to pursue 
other funding or the property will convert to the County. 
 
DHS is studying the feasibility of several projects and is encouraging housing development 
organizations to pursue small scale projects.  A predevelopment fund will allow for the 
advancement of the projects.  Current plans to spend the fund include retention of architectural 
services and development consultants to assess feasibility of a HUD Section 811 project.   
 
FISCAL IMPACT:  No local funding or increase in net tax support is required for either of 
these actions.  Future action by the County Board will be required after the AALR is renovated 
to allocate LPACAP funds for operations.  The pre-development work may result in 
recommendations for County Board allocation of LPACAP funds for future projects.   
 
 
 


